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Themes of The Tempest: 
 

There are many themes and theories in  The Tempest  that reflect the complexity of 

human nature.  The Tempest , is based upon many different themes that affect different aspects 

of the play. For example, when Prospero and his daughter were sent away from his dukedom 

into the sea, that was the result of greed that his brother had for Prospero’s dukedom. Another 

example is when Prospero uses magic to carry out his plans for revenge. 

Other examples of many themes in  The Tempest  are as follows. Power: power is one of 

the main and important themes of  The Tempest . One example of this, is how Alonso wants full 

power over the dukedom and takes it by force. Regret: regret is used in this story by a couple of 

characters. Alonso (Prospero’s brother) had regret for sending his brother to die, and Prospero 

had regret for trusting his brother with the dukedom. Jealousy and greed are both used by 

Alonso’s character. For example, he had jealousy and greed towards Prospero because he 

desired control over the dukedom. Revenge: revenge is an important theme in  The Tempest , as 

many characters in the play hunger for it. For example, Caliban wants revenge for being 

imprisoned by Prospero. These themes are all found earlier in the play but later throughout the 

play, there’s other themes. (Shakespeare, William  "The Tempest" ). 

Later in  The Tempest , other themes are used. Love is a theme used many times. For 

example, Prospero has a fatherly love for Miranda, his daughter. Ferdinand, the son of Alonso, 

has love for Miranda and wants to marry her, and Miranda has that same love for Ferdinand. 
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Forgiveness and repentance go hand and hand in  The Tempest . These two themes always 

follow up with each other. For example, when Prospero forgives Alonso, Alonso repents for 

sending Prospero to die. Trust, (in my opinion) is a minor but important theme in  The Tempest , 

for example Prospero and Miranda have trust in each other as all families should have, but it’s 

not emphasized as much as the other themes. Magic is another theme I think is minor but has a 

story-changing effect. For example, Prospero uses magic to cause Alonso’s ship to crash upon 

the island. This is a key part in the story but isn’t really a main theme like revenge or greed is. 

Sorrow, last but not least, plays an emotional role in “The Tempest. For example, when Alonso 

changes his heart after hearing Prospero’s speech, he begins to have sorrow for what he had 

done. It's a more sad and emotional way of regret. These are all themes that affect the play 

greatly, and give life to the story. (Shakespeare, William  "The Tempest" ).  

All the themes mentioned are what make up the play. They each have an important role 

that changes the story in some way. Separating a play into themes is very useful when it comes 

to understanding what different acts are about. These themes are important in order to mix up 

the story as well. For example, Prospero says “Pluck my magic garment from me.”(Act I, Scene 

II, Line VI); this is the first presence of magic, which opens a whole new door for the audience, 

and allows more flexibility in the plot. I think each theme is needed and changes the story in its 

own way, but I think adding or removing any of these themes would change the plot in a way 

that it wouldn’t be understood as Shakespeare intended it to be. 

Each character in  The Tempest  has a corresponding theme or themes to them. These 

themes that they follow are what make up their personality. For example, Miranda has a love for 

Ferdinand, so this shows love as one of her themes. All the themes mentioned previously could 

not have happened without the characters, and without the characters acting on those themes. 
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For example, Prospero used magic (one of the themes) to make Alonso’s ship crash onto the 

island. Each character is important in this play, and without them it wouldn’t be the same. 

There are many theories about the tempest, and this is one that I thought was 

interesting. It is “The difficulty of distinguishing "Man" from "Monster” (Theme’s in Shakespeare’s 

The Tempest). This theory is about the identity of the evil character knows as Caliban. His 

identity is not clear, but there are various examples in the play that briefly describe Caliban. For 

example Miranda says, “Why speaks my father so ungently? This Is the third man that e'er I 

saw, the first That e'er I sigh'd for. Pity move my father To be inclined my way!”(Act 1 Scene 2 

Line 133). This is when she first sees Ferdinand, and she mentioned that he is the third man 

which means the other two are Prospero and Caliban. This states that Caliban is a man. In the 

play Prospero also mentioned “I had forgot that foul conspiracy of the beast Caliban and his 

confederates against my life.”(Act 4 Scene 1 Line 36). Prospero calls Caliban “beast”, but is it an 

insult or is he actually a beast? 

All these themes and theories about  The Tempest  are useful for gathering different 

viewpoints and ideas about the play. Viewing  The Tempest  in the form of themes is a great way 

of separating the play into organized and different parts, as I have done in order to describe how 

the scenes and characters work in the play. Some themes impact the play more that others. For 

example, the theme of greed has a big impact on the play. Alonso’s greed is what even started 

the whole story. His greed caused him to conspire against Prospero and steal the dukedom, 

which forced Prospero to leave his dukedom in Milan on a little boat, with a high chance of dying 

and ending the story, but what kind of story would that be? Other themes in  The Tempest  have a 

smaller effect on the overall story. For example, repentance isn’t really a required theme of the 

story(in my opinion), but it is a good supplement in the sense that it gives you a view of Alonso’s 

regret towards Prospero at the end of the play. 
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The tempest is a very interesting play and has a very good plot. Its themes are the 

building blocks that make up the play itself. In order for me to understand  The Tempest  well I 

separate the pay into two parts, the characters, and the scene. These two things utilize the 

themes to make the play, and give the essence of “life” to it. I understand “life” in the play as 

giving something meaning or purpose. The island that Prospero and Miranda crash-land on is 

given “life” when they enter it. This island now has a purpose in the play and becomes a key 

part in the plot. I think  The Tempest  is a very well written play by Shakespeare, and a lot of 

thought went into it, and its themes. 
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